Bryant To Head Institute Council for Education

The appointment of Arthur L. Bryant, Assistant Director of Admissions, as Executive Secretary of the Institute Council was announced today by President James R. Killian, Jr. in this new capacity Mr. Bryant will have the ability of assisting alumni groups throughout the country in organization, the Council in a national basis, and of coordinating the activities of its members. Mr. Bryant plans a trip to various alumni centers to work out organization.

The Educational Council, which will be built around the existing nucleus of Alumni Clubs and Honorary Secretaries, will consult selected alumni, appointed by the President. These men will actively represent relations with local educational authorities, students, and other alumni. Through these offices representatives the Institute will exercise a direct influence on schools in all sections of the country. The Council will maintain liaison with the local communities in the various areas. Council members will be prepared to be of service to principals and guidance counselors, as well as students by providing information and advice relating to the fields in which the Institute offers training.

In addition, to planning the many details of the Council's organization and operation, Mr. Bryant will maintain the Council as an alumni center and will keep them informed on all phases of Technology. He will also prepare new series of informational publications he will help all these interests of the Council members and will point out sufficient developments in admission requirements and educational policy. Mr. Bryant brings to his new position an unusually fine background in education and admissions problems.

Born and schooled in Binghamton, New York, he entered M.I.T. in September, 1941. He received his B. S. degree in Mechanical Engineering in 1945, and was awarded the alumni scholarship for his senior year. At one time or another members of the company have attended M.I.T. and E.I. duPont de Nemours & Company have agreed to the appointment of Mr. Bryant.

The election of six life members to the company was announced today by President James R. Killian, Jr. Monday night. All but one were present at the annual meeting of the company. In addition to the new members, the company also elected its new officers. The new officers to be elected were: President, Mr. W. H. Greenway; Vice President, Mr. S. E. duPont de Nemours; and Treasurer, Mr. W. J. Johnson.

I first became a member of the company in 1944, at which time he received his B. S. degree in Mechanical Engineering from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. He has been a member of the company since that time and has held various offices within the company, including the presidency of the company. He is also a member of the company's executive committee and is a director of the company.

The company is a member of the National Industrial Conference Board, and is active in the development of industrial policy. Mr. Bryant brings to the company a wealth of experience in the field of industrial relations, and is well qualified to serve as the company's representative on the Industrial Conference Board.

The company is a member of the National Industrial Conference Board, and is active in the development of industrial policy. Mr. Bryant brings to the company a wealth of experience in the field of industrial relations, and is well qualified to serve as the company's representative on the Industrial Conference Board.
IN a recent letter to THE TECH, a professor suggested the formation of a “Student Committee on Educational Problems” to consider from the undergraduate viewpoint problems of curricula and academic philosophy, such as those being discussed by the faculty committee and would, of course, submit written reports of its deliberations and conclusions.

It is an excellent suggestion. But who would carry it out? We recall that such work is properly the function of the highest governing body of the undergraduate students, and that the Institute Committee, consisting as it now does almost wholly of active members of the administration, is incapable of discharging such functions. We again urge that the Institute Committee reorganize itself into a body, whose membership is entirely elective and whose job it is to consider the problems of the administration and faculty on problems which require the expression of student opinion for its solution.

In one instance, that of the Student Faculty Committee, advisory work of this nature has been carried on successfully. The Faculty Committee on Undergraduate Policy met with the Student Faculty group last spring, as the professor’s letter points out, to discuss certain matters then being dealt with. In its current investigation of the need, if any, for improved facilities in the theater, the Student Faculty group is working in the realm of the Committee on the First Two Years.

In another instance, that of the soon-to-be-constructed Jordan Hall box office, they will be assisted by four out-of-town Sunday services 10:45 a.m. and 7:30 p.m., and three Cambridge College concerts Sunday night, all anxious to meet some college folks at the box office.

Felix Mendelssohn, was the composer, and Dr. H. C. Colles writes, “Music Plato dominated the musical tides of Germany during his lifetime and England for a generation or more after his death.” At the time of his death in 1847, at the age of thirty-eight, he held a position of eminence in the cultural scene of England. They were awaited by few since.

He was present at the farewell concert the result of an invitation by the Birmingham Music Festival to give a new oratorio for the 1846 Festival. By May of that year, the M.I.T. Choral Society had made a great portion of the second was completed and tickets were placed in the vaults. Mendelssohn made alterations before he permitted it to be published in June 1847. The work was divided into two vast sections. The first relates how the prophet causes a dream to be dreamed because his people have forgotten the Lord and follow instead, worship the god of kings, and the false Baal. He performs the miracle of raising his shepherd’s son from the dead and then challenges the ground. The second relates how the prophet captures a dream to be dreamed because his people have forgotten the Lord and follow instead, worship the god of kings, and the false Baal. He performs the miracle of raising his shepherd’s son from the dead and then challenges

CONTRACT FEEDING—FROM BAD TO WORSE

With the addition of a large number of East Campus and Burton House residents to the contract feeding plan this fall it had been hoped that the greater buying power would result in lower food. Unfortunately it hasn’t, and the trend has been downward rather than upwards. The principal trouble lies with the way in which the food is prepared. When purchased, raw food is unfortunately of good quality, but by the time it reaches the serving counter it might as well have been the poorest cuts of meat or the cheapest vegetables obtainable.

It is simple. When the food is being cooked, it is good, but the kitchen staffs, not the additions of accessories and trimmings. Soup can be appetizing to most people, but poor seasonings are financial and gastronomical problem. Here again, the dining service will find the solution not in rolled cabbage leaves, or tough, stringy, but in something simple, well-made sandwiches, for instance.

Making sandwiches well, however, does not seem to be one of the duties of the students. The cooking staffs. On the occasions when this staple is served in the dining hall, it is nothing to rave about, and the students who have been subjected to the admission of faults. A student who is forced because of his schedule to rely on box lunches for his noonday meal is being grossly taken advantage of when all he gets is two dry sandwiches and a stale piece of cake and another student can get a hot meal with desert and beverage. Perhaps the box lunch is the ideal place for contract feeding to start an overall movement toward acceptability. It should find that with a little effort in the right direction it can give the students much better food for the same cost.
Freshman Hoosters Beat ... Shlinsky Nets 23

by OLY FINNER

A Tech Fresh team that had been outplayed, outshot and outmis-
nered for the first half by an excelent Trinity five came roars-
ing back in the third quarter for twenty-five points before Trinity
could drop one through. The rest of the game was an anticlimax
with the Beavers ending on top 55-48.

The Engineers looked pretty bad in the first quarter as they ga-
nered only one field goal on a beauti-
ful driving layup by Carl Hess. The quarter ended with Tech on
the short half of a 20-15 count. They did not fare much better
in the second quarter and the half ended with the score 39-31. The
only bright spot of the whole first half was the excelent playing of
Stan Shlinsky who managed to get fouled six times and made both of
them. Half was the exceilen

only bright spot of the game. He started
dropping them in from all over the
court and taking all the rebounds
off. With the help of Carl Hess and
Captain Jim Kennedy he put the
Beaver back in the ball game on
the very long half of a 46-39 score.

Trinity Threatens

In the fourth quarter Trinity
threatened and came within two
points of catching the Beavers but
the Beavers finally surged ahead
and won by a 55-48 score.

High scorer of the game with 23
points and the star of the evening
was Stan Shlinsky. Hess, Mem-
stein, and Kennedy also looked
very good, especially in the second
half.

Coach Charles Low must have
given the boys quite a talk during
the half because they were a
changed ball club when they took
the floor. Larry Berns sold took two
shots in the first 30 seconds and
made both of them.

From there on in it was all
Shlinsky's ball game. He started
dropping them in from all over the
court and taking all the rebounds
off. With the help of Carl Hess and
Captain Jim Kennedy he put the
Beaver back in the ball game on
the very long half of a 46-39 score.

Trinity did not score one point in
this quarter.
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Harvard, always a powerful opponent, looms up as the big test for the wrestling team. If Tech can come through with a win in this meet, its prospects of a successful season will be bright. Since the complete results of the eliminations are not in yet, the following is only a tentative list of those who will wrestle tomorrow:

- 177 lbs. Bob Ebling '53
- 147 lbs. John Mark or Don Evans
- 130 lbs. Jack Hennaday
- 177 lbs. Dave Brooks'
- 147 lbs. Sinclair Buckstaff '52, Capt.
- 157 lbs. Hugh Robertson '52
- 137 lbs. John Hansen '53
- 123 lbs. Joe Meyers '53
- Unlimited Chuck Seymour '53

The complete results of the eliminations are expected to be available next week. The second part of the oratorio, which men will compete in which weight classes at the Harvard meet, both squads are looking forward to, this season will be bright. Since the season is long and is just beginning Coach Roy Merritt still is looking forward to seeing more men coming out to compete, so that the full athletic season is over for most sports.

Mandrake Books and Prints

Books For Xmas

Finest and most varied titles in: belles lettres · poetry · theatre · philosophy · psychology · sociology · history · fiction · fine arts · portfolios · prints

10% Discount For M.I.T. Faculty and Students

Winter Is Just Around The Corner

Get your car ready for it now!

Be Happy-Go-Lucky

Lucky strikes taste better!

It takes fine tobacco to give you a better-tasting cigarette. And Lucky Strike means fine tobacco. But it takes something else, too—enjoyable entertainment. You get fine, light, mild, good-tasting tobacco in the better-made cigarette. That's why Lucky Strike tastes better. So, Be Happy-Go-Lucky! Get a carton today!

Students! Let's go! We want your jingles! We're ready and willing and eager to pay you $15 for every jingle we use. Send as many jingles as you like to Happy-Go-Lucky, P. O. Box 67, New York 4, N. Y.